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Enable hybrid working

 Beyond Cloud.

With an unprecedented number of workers switching to flexible and remote work, hybrid working is set to 
become the future of the workforce. As more businesses return to the office, employers need to ensure that 
workspaces are set up to encourage collaboration, drive inclusion, and maintain and foster team bonds. 
 
Enabling effective collaboration starts with transforming meeting spaces, ranging from small huddle areas 
to large conference rooms, with a rich, collaborative Microsoft Teams experience that is simple to use, deploy, 
and manage. 

Beyond Cloud

With Microsoft Teams Rooms, you can: 

Industry-Leading Technology

Run productive meetings when some attendees are in the office and others are remote.

Microsoft Teams Rooms combines industry-leading Microsoft Teams communication and collaboration software with hardware from some of the 
best audio-visual vendors on the market, all designed and deployed by Six Degrees’ agile working experts.

Deliver seamless joining experiences with one-touch join.

Inspire innovation and drive inclusion by bringing a diverse talent pool to every meeting, wherever your people are based.

Enhance productivity with rooms to collaborate and rooms to focus, with the ability to call in specialist support when needed.



Implementing Microsoft Teams Rooms

Our end-to-end planning, delivery, and operating approach ensures 
your Microsoft Teams Rooms deployment aligns with your overall 
Microsoft Teams rollout. 

We always recommend an onsite survey, but if this isn’t possible for 
whatever reason a remote video conference along with blueprints/
pictures of the rooms is often sufficient. This may limit our ability to 
spot any problems or issues that may get picked up during an 
onsite survey.

Once the onsite or remote survey has been completed, we will 
make recommendations to ensure that your Microsoft Teams Rooms 

solution is set up and configured correctly. We can also offer training, 
if required. Once the solution has been deployed, we can maintain 
and support the deployment to ensure that it is the right solution for 
your office space.

Take the next step on your journey and contact 
one of our experts to setup a consultation. Visit 
hub.6dg.co.uk/agile-workspace-schedule-call
to schedule a call.

Teams Meeting Rooms

Our 
credentials:

Speak to our experts today on 0800 012 8060 or visit www.6dg.co.uk 

No matter the size of the space and your requirements for it, we will design and deploy a Microsoft Teams Rooms solution that meets 
your requirements.

Enable office-based 
workers to focus and 

bring in people as 
required.

Work face-to-face 
but bring in people as 

required for collaboration.

Ensure everyone around 
the table can be heard 
and seen, while remote 
workers feel part of the 

conversation.

Maximise coverage 
for board rooms and 

larger spaces.
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